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Why implement a privacy program?

• Doing the right thing

• Enforcement in a rapidly changing landscape

– General Data Protection Regulation (Schrems II)

– California privacy laws (CCPA and CPRA)

– Virginia Consumer Data Protection Act (CDPA)

– International privacy law activity (India, Brazil, Japan, 

China, South Africa, etc.)

• Reputation and customer trust

• Data breaches

• Litigation risk



Top-down and bottom-up

• Design from top-down to properly organize your program, 
including
– Establishing your privacy vision and goals
– Drafting standards and policies
– Mapping and understanding the data in your organization
– Establishing a cadence for discussing privacy at the 

executive committee and board level
• Address the most visible things at the same time (bottom-up)

– Privacy policies and opt-ins on websites and mobile apps
– Contact points for privacy and data protection inquiries
– Consent documentation



Key first steps
• Company leadership needs to be 

committed – Privacy is an 

organizational effort

• Determine who is responsible for 

privacy in the organization

– (not the same as appointing a 

DPO or CPO)

• Establish the goals and purpose for 

your organization’s privacy 

program



Top-down: Policies and Procedures

• What are your goals and values related to privacy?

– “Company will evaluate the privacy risks and requirements 
during design and before launching a new product.” 

– “Company will ensure all patient data is reasonably secure and 
handled in a manner that builds trust and transparency with our 
customers and patients.”

• What are your strategies for acting on those goals and 
values?
– “Company requires all externally-facing company websites and 

mobile applications have an accessible privacy statement that 
meets these criteria….” 

– “Company requires a privacy risk assessment be completed for 
all products that shall include the following considerations and…” 



Top-Down: Data inventory and mapping data 
flows

• Start with a list of data assets – what systems, 

processes, applications, websites, does your company 

have?

• What are the attributes of these assets? For example:

– Health information, customer contacts, payment 

information

– Location and hosting type, vendors

– Upstream/downstream systems

– Data elements

– Uses and sharing



Top-down: Gap assessment

• Confirm applicable laws to your organization’s 
data

• Note key requirements from those laws
• Identify gaps in your program
• Consider impact of those risks to business, to 

customers and patients, other stakeholders



Top-down: Prioritize

• Understand the law so you can prioritize resolving gaps 

that are most relevant to your business.

• Example: You’ve identified that you have two potential 

gaps:

– You don’t have a webform for opt-out requests under 

the California Consumer Privacy Act. You have also 

identified you don’t have a procedure for data subject 

requests from the EU. 

– Which one of these is a higher risk for your 

organization? Why?

– What if your company acts primarily as a data 

processor in the EU (not a data controller)?



Bottom-up: Privacy Statements

• Draft a privacy statement for all externally-

facing websites and applications

• Make sure it covers jurisdictional 

requirements – e.g., ”Do Not Track” 

disclosures, cookie consent, or ”Do Not 

Sell My Personal Information” banners 

• Update it when your practices change

Privacy statements must be accurate and 
reflect the real activities of your business



Bottom-up: Risk Assessments

• Develop a risk assessment approach to evaluate key 

systems and processes in your organization 

• Use privacy by design processes to prioritize and identify 

privacy risks before problems occur

• Some common considerations:

– Types of information (e.g., patient information)
– Third-party involvement (e.g., hosted by a cloud provider)
– Volume of information (potential impact)
– Vulnerability of data subjects (health care patients, children, 

elderly)
– Basis for processing (explicit consent or on behalf of a customer)
– Transfer to jurisdictions with less privacy protections
– Data security



Bottom-up and Top-down: Training

• Basic training

– Are you training your workforce 

about privacy and data protection 

basics?

– Is it on hire and is there a regular 

cadence?

• Human factors are one of the biggest 

drivers of data breaches

• Use creative approaches to training –

find ways to help build awareness of the 

privacy and data protection risks that 

most concern your company



Recap
Top-down

üLeadership, responsibility and goals

üPolicies and procedures

üData inventory and mapping data flows

üGap assessment 

üPrioritize remediation

üTraining

Bottom-up

üPrivacy statements

üRisk assessments

üTraining



Next steps: Monitoring and Maturity

• Monitoring 

– Build periodic audits of privacy processes into the 

program 

– Ensure the program evolves and addresses new 

requirements and issues (like updating and adding to 

your policies and procedures)

• Maturity

– Start with basic privacy tools and work to establish 

repeatable processes

– Build towards measurable program success



What about security?
• Implement an information security program

• Data security is more than compliance

• Use security measures appropriate to the sensitivity and 

value of data and systems

• Rely on industry best practices, don’t reinvent the wheel 

e.g.: https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-

center/guidance/start-security-guide-business



Questions?



Contact

• Phone: 651.364.7514
• E-mail: prothermel@gardner.law
• LinkedIn


